This paper presents a distributed, energy-aware method for the autonomous deployment and maintenance of battery-powered robots within a known or unknown region in 2D space. Our approach does not rely on a global positioning system and therefore allows for applications in GPS-denied environments such as underwater sensing or underground monitoring. After covering a region, our system maintains a formation and uses an arbitrary number of charging stations to prevent robots from fully discharging. Analyzing the topology of the network formed during robot deployment, we generate virtual recharging trees which the robots use to navigate toward a nearby charging station when needed. All robots that leave the formation are replaced by their neighbors, maximizing the effective coverage provided by the system. We demonstrate the capability of our methods using models, a physics-based simulator, and experiments with real robots.
Introduction
Cooperative autonomous robotics recently gained much attention, both in the public sphere and in the scientific community. These systems offer great potential in application domains which involve challenging, remote and hazardous environments. For instance, they can be applied to underwater and maritime research, disaster response, planetary and space exploration and remote sensing. As an example of the challenges that emerge from application of multi-robot teams, consider underwater pollution monitoring. Unlike for a classical sensor array, for multi-robot teams we must take into account dynamic topologies due to unanticipated or unknown environmental conditions and planned downtime of individual team members due to limited energy availability (Erdelj et al. 2017) .
Operating a battery-powered multi-robot team keeping formation requires the occasional dislocation of individual members from the formation to recharge. In this work, we study the procedure that keeps the robots charged. We focus on the deployment of a batterypowered multi-robot team within known and unknown environments, with the goal to provide continuous area coverage (e.g., continuous sensing of a given region, establishing an ad hoc network, mapping a region, etc.). Furthermore, we assume that the team will operate with no access to global positioning and limited communication range and energy.
Note that in the context of this paper, a collaborative multi-robot system consists of multiple mobile units as well as multiple mobile charging stations. Our goal is allowing long-term autonomy and continuous operation without the need for human intervention.
We propose a set of algorithms to manage the energy levels of robots throughout the duration of a given mission, using a given number of charging stations. To achieve this, we define a behavioral state machine based on situated communication (Støy 2001) to coordinate the robots' access to the network of charging stations. Furthermore, we design navigation based solely on local interactions, meaning that our system can work without a global positioning system and without full network connectivity. When deploying a set of robots, we analyze the topology of the emerging formation and generate a virtual recharging tree used by the robots to form a pattern and maintain a predecessor-successor relationship. Thus, each robot gets a replacement that takes over when a robot leaves the formation to charge.
To consider multiple mobile charging stations, we introduce a method that generates a balanced virtual recharging forest (i.e., where each tree is of similar breadth and depth). The methods presented in this paper guarantee by design that robots are continuously recharged, while keeping the formation stable. To summarize, the main contributions presented in this paper are the following: -An energy-aware multi-robot deployment and pattern formation algorithm for a known and unknown operating environment using exclusively relative positioning; -A method for the automatic deployment of multiple mobile charging stations; -An approach through which a multi-robot team maintains the pattern (given or selfdeployed) and determines replacements while robots leave the pattern to recharge.
We demonstrate our approach on a large-scale simulation campaign and with physical robots, varying the conditions of two main scenarios of a multi-robot team deployment: (a) in a known region, which means robots are placed according to a pre-defined pattern, and (b) an unknown obstacle-free region, which means the swarm needs to spread out to cover the largest possible area.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses and compares our research to the existing publications, while in Sect. 3 we present the fundamentals of our approach to forming a pattern with a multi-robot team, as well as the behavioral and the recharging model. In Sect. 4, we introduce our method for multi-robot team deployment in a known environment, and in Sect. 5, we address the same issue, but for an unknown region. In Sect. 6, we define and clarify the behavior rules of individual robots within the team. The following two sections present the evaluation of our methods by simulation (Sect. 7) and experimentally (Sect. 8). Finally, Sect. 9 outlines the future research directions and concludes the paper. In Appendix A, we provide material to further clarify and show the details of the simulation campaign and experiments performed on physical robots.
Related work
Deployment of multi-robot teams is an active research domain, in particular with respect to forming specific patterns, such as circles (Güzel et al. 2017) , "V"-shapes , or symmetric formations like ellipses and rounded squares . Moreover, approaches for achieving the patterns vary with respect to the background and research field of authors. Most common approaches involve using curves (Mong-ying and Kumar 2006), regions (Cheah et al. 2009 ) and potential fields (Hsieh et al. 2008) , and others.
Hernandez-Martinez and Aranda-Bricaire (2012) presented a decentralized control algorithm in which robots are not aware of their global position and goals of other robots. Using formation graphs and potential functions, they deploy robots to achieve a formation. While this work is very similar to our general idea, the authors focus on a formal proof of global convergence to a desired formation using well-defined formation graph properties of the Laplacian matrix, without paying attention to energy constraints. With the same general assumptions, Fujinaga et al. (2012) used a swarm of robots, using the cluster-weighted modeling algorithm and the Look-Compute-Move cycle. Their paper presents the theoretical foundation and proofs of their approach, however with no considerations of physical limitations. They also emphasize that the time complexity of the formation problem is an open problem for the future work. Mei et al. (2006) tackle the timing and energy consideration in this respect, however not with the goal of pattern formation, but rather to achieve coverage. Their solution is the space partition area coverage algorithm. This algorithm uses three main time-related constraints: unloading time, dispersing time, and overlapping area. The authors present a comprehensive model of power consumption and time analysis to minimize the traveling distance for each robot to achieve the desired coverage, the consumed energy, and the number of robots. Their simulations show that compared with two simple heuristics, they can reduce the number of robots by 30% while achieving coverage. A similar recent approach in which authors use space partitioning was presented by Scherer and Rinner (2016) . The goal of their approach is to address limited communication range and energy in scenarios where drones are used for remote sensing, and organize in a pattern which allows relaying messages back to the base station. They model the world using a set of cells which relate to communication distance and energy in order to solve the oscillation (recharging of robots reduces the communication range) and mutual blocking issue (robots are unable to reach the sensing location due to limited range). The authors employ a solution based on a traveling salesman problem. A recent paper by Kemna et al. (2017) shows an interesting usage scenario of an underwater multi-robot team and applies a dynamic Voronoi partitioning technique for decentralized and adaptive robot interaction in unknown environments.
Compared to these works, in this paper we address pattern formation and robot interactions within known and unknown regions, with planned downtime of robots which require recharging. We use a completely decentralized navigation system, using relative local positioning only.
Another interesting way to incorporate energy concerns is to embed energy into the control model of robots. Derenick et al. (2011) focus on creating a pattern formation with mobile robots and recharging capability using a centroidal Voronoi tessellation-based control law. With this approach, they obtain a critical battery level for each robot which guarantees the convergence of their solution. Their solution uses up to seven robots per charging station, with the assumption of battery swapping rather than recharging. A similar and recent rendition of a control theory-based approach to energy management was presented by Setter and Egerstedt (2017) . They address the rendezvous problem extended with the model for minimal energy requirement in order for robots to meet without draining their batteries. To achieve this, the authors incorporate an energy model within the dynamics model of the robot.
In this paper, we focus on progressive pattern formation using large multi-robot teams which do not have full connectivity with all other members, but rather only the neighbors. Therefore, there is no central authority which is aware of energy levels of all robots. Also, we assume scenarios with multiple charging stations.
Taking inspiration from nature is also common. Xu et al. (2010) developed a bio-inspired algorithm based on particle swarm optimization and a virtual pheromone mechanism. In their solution, robots communicate only with their neighbors, and when they reach a nonoccupied area within the pattern, they label it and take position. The authors focus on large numbers of robots to test efficiency and scalability of their algorithm, i.e., pattern creation, not preservation. Similarly, Guo et al. developed a self-organizing algorithm for pattern formation based on principles of gene regulation and cellular interactions (Guo et al. 2011; Jin et al. 2012) . Each robot is treated as a cell, and the interactions between robots and the environment are modeled through reaction-diffusion mechanisms. They present a theoretical proof of algorithm convergence, a Matlab simulation along with real-world experiments with e-Puck robots.
Similarly, we use a potential field in order to deploy a multi-robot team within an unknown area and a bio-inspired virtual stigmergy for the distributed consensus and indirect coordination through the environment (Blum and Groß 2015; Pinciroli et al. 2015) . However, the main difference with our approach is that we take into consideration the robots' battery discharge and exploit graph theory to define balanced sub-teams of robots which maintain their energy level and the pattern. In addition, our overall algorithm's only requirement is a form of situated communication.
Pattern formation
Consider that a team of maritime researchers needs to deploy multiple underwater robots that will enable them to map an area and monitor underwater pollution. The team would navigate a vessel to an area of interest and deploy the robots in the water, which would need to form a given pattern. The formation of a pattern needs to be performed autonomously and progressively while additional robots are dropped in the water. Needless to say, to manage this, there are considerable challenges. Primarily, global positioning is not available underwater, the communication bandwidth is sparse and range-limited (depending on the technology) and, as with any other battery-powered robots, their operating time is limited by their battery capacity.
In this section, we address the autonomous deployment procedure of a multi-robot team that consists of n autonomous robots and m autonomous charging stations. Prior to pattern formation, we assume that the team is densely packed so that all the members can communicate (including multi-hop communication). Limited only to local interactions, by using range and bearing data, robots navigate underwater to form a pattern. With range and bearing data and azimuth coordination, robots are able to construct a coordinate system and position themselves and their neighbors (Kurazume and Hirose 2000) . The position of each robot is stored as a tree and is shared by all robots. This tree is used to present the actual pattern that robots need to form and maintain in order to cover a given region. Such a formation also needs a charging station, and it is a good idea to place it in the center, so that each robot does not need to travel a long distance in order to recharge. So, when a single robot sufficiently discharges, it needs to leave its position in the tree, i.e., formation and head to the charging station. However, since there is no global positioning and only local coordination possible, a robot cannot head directly toward a charging station, but rather it needs to swap a position with its immediate neighbor, i.e., parent in the tree which is one step closer to the charging station. The robot that needs recharging uses only local navigation and its parent as a reference point. This system is very simple and effective, and so we exploit such predecessor-successor relationships to navigate to the charging station, and to define a replacement robot for each one that leaves the formation to recharge. We call this tree a virtual recharging tree since it is retrieved from the topology of the formation.
Using a collective behavioral model, robots continuously compare individual battery levels and, if necessary, exchange their positions in the formation. Robots with lower energy are attracted to the charging station, while robots with higher energy are pushed towards the edge of the formation. The following subsection clarifies the procedure in which robots create a common coordinate system and how local interactions are used for navigation.
Single robot control model
To generalize the scenario described above, consider a pair of robots p and s. Let p be the predecessor, and let s be its successor in a formation given by the tree T . The tree contains two labels that represent positions of a formation, so robots need to agree which one will take a position of a certain label. Assuming that p has navigated to the target position defined by T , while s has not, robot s can use two local polar coordinates exchanged with robot p to navigate to its target position: the first local coordinate P p with the center and reference heading of robot p and the second local coordinate P g with the center and reference heading of robot s. For s to reach its target position, we assume that there is also a global reference direction (e.g., the magnetic north on Earth, or via azimuth coordination). The reference direction is indicated as vector pg and vector sg. Using range and bearing information (Shiell and Vardy 2016; Franchi et al. 2013) 
With this, s can navigate to its target position as indicated by the tree T .
To exemplify how the robots can use this information to generate a control model, consider Fig. 1 which shows points s and p as current positions of two robots. sg and pg are the global reference directions which point in the same direction, sg = pg. Also, vectors sr and pr represent local reference directions of robots in consideration. Using these, we get:
where α e sg is the error between the local coordinate of s and the global reference direction. Notice that both α e pg and α e sg can be either positive or negative. 
so consequently:
Therefore, with a global reference direction, the vector from robot s to the target position P g d is: 
Vector u is used as a control input for the robots actuators. Since this approach uses a tree model, a successor can be a predecessor for another robot. Then, the error angle α e sg becomes α e pg for the successor of s. To navigate all robots to their positions, we assume that the charging station is the tree root, or a robot that is already in its final position. This means the local coordinate of the tree root becomes a global reference direction. Then, the first error angle is α e pg = 0, and the remaining ones (α e sg ) are calculated for each robot successively. 
Charging model
Based on the theorem above, one can conclude that if a T is obtained from the original T by cutting leaves, after a sufficient number of the exchange operations, the result will be . . . , n) . This implies that the position exchanging process between robots can start even before the pattern formation is complete.
Furthermore, by applying the operation exchange on a directed path in T , T will converge to the state where E m < E n if d 0,m < d 0,n . Or, in simpler terms, a robot is repelled toward the outer regions of the tree once it is fully charged, while robots with less power are attracted toward the root, i.e., the center which is actually a charging station.
Depending on whether the deployment region is known (robots have a map of the operating area before the deployment) or unknown (robots do not have any map of the operating area), we distinguish two different deployment models, (a) coverage of a known region and (b) coverage of an unknown region. In the following section, we explore how we utilize the recharging tree in those usage scenarios.
Known region coverage
For the coverage of a known region, it is assumed that the desired positions of the robots are known and can be described as a point cloud C with an arbitrary frame of reference (since there is no global positioning, but rather, robots only use relative positions). Such a point cloud C can be transformed into a virtual recharging tree T , which is shared with all the robots before deployment.
The tree model algorithm
Based on Sect. 3, when we describe a pattern formation with a tree T , the robots can establish a predecessor-successor relationship. Following this tree T , robots can be driven to form the desired pattern and then exchange positions to enforce an energy gradient, without disrupting the formation. We can represent the desired pattern formation with a point cloud C, which consists of independent points; i.e., the relationships among points are not established.
There are methods that can generate a spanning tree or a minimum spanning tree (e.g., the Prim and Kruskal algorithms). However, these require a graph input and we need to generate an appropriate graph from the input point cloud. This graph should contain all possible predecessor-successor relationships, which requires evaluating all possible point couples according to the robot's visibility rules (i.e., two linked robots should be able to "see" each other when deployed). We therefore apply the greedy approach shown in Algorithm 1 and generate a tree directly from the point cloud. Even though we are not able to guarantee a minimum spanning tree, we minimize the computational effort and still cover the entire point cloud.
Initially, we create two empty lists L u and L l . L u (line 1) is used to store the points of C that have not yet been added into the graph G; we call these the unlabeled points. L l stores the points already added to the graph G, i.e., the labeled points. Whenever a point is added to G, the counter I index is incremented, starting from 0.
The algorithm begins by adding the charging station (point v 0 ) to T and appending it to the list L l (line 2).
Algorithm 1 Generate tree model from point cloud
Create set P c = {v pc : no point exists in the line segment between v c and v pc ∈ L l } 8:
Pick the point nearest to v c in P c as the predecessor of v c and label it v p 9:
I index = I index + 1 11: end while 12:
if the label of v predecessor = −1 then 15:
Compute the distance and bearing of v sel f w.r. On line 3, all points in C are sorted with respect to their distance from v 0 , from nearest to furthest as V {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n }. In line 4, the points are added into the list L u to represent candidate points waiting to be added to the graph G.
Finally, a loop (lines 5-11) iterates through points in the list L u which represent candidate points (v c ) to enter the graph. It also iterates through a set of points in the list of added points L l which are its potential predecessors. If a point v pc in L l is visible by v c (i.e., no points exist in the line segment between v c and v pc ), it becomes a potential predecessor. The one nearest to v c becomes its predecessor (line 7). This is because in our algorithm, a robot needs to ensure communication with its predecessor. When considering a limited communication range, the best choice is the nearest potential predecessor. Also in line 7, when creating the set P c , we exclude the points unable to see v c directly. This is because for some communication method such as IR and laser, the communication between robots can be hindered by an obstacle. Once a predecessor is found, v c is moved from the list L u to the list L l . For any v c , a predecessor can be found, meaning that all points in C can be added into G.
Theorem 2 The output of Algorithm 1 is a tree.
Proof (1) When L l = v 0 , v 1 is placed into the graph G in accordance with the algorithm resulting in a graph G 2 , which is a tree by definition (since it is only two points).
. . , v n−1 , the graph G n is still a tree. By adding a point v n to G n , letting its predecessor be the point v p , we can get G n+1 . Since G n is a tree, it does not contain cycles. Adding a vertex and an edge to G n cannot result in a cycle in G n+1 . As G n is a tree, it is a connected graph and there exists a path between each pair of vertexes. So
, there is a path between v i and v p . So there is a path between v n and v i , meaning that G n+1 is also a connected graph. A connected graph without cycles is a tree, so finally G is a tree (henceforth, T ).
Theorem 3 The output of Algorithm 1 contains all points in C.
Proof (1) According to step 8 in Algorithm 1, during the running of the algorithm, the candidate point v c is unable to be added into the tree T when P c = ∅. . . , v 0,k have already been added to T , which contradicts the assumption that P c = ∅. Therefore, every point contained in C will be contained in T . Figure 2 shows a point cloud on the left in which the white ring represents a base station. The generated tree T is shown on the right. The value "100" on the left side of the image represents distances between the points, while the numbers inside the circles on the right side indicate the labels of each vertex. Arrows are pointing from a predecessor to its successors. Notice that the vertices labeled 0 and 1 overlapped, representing a robot in the charging station, which is also part of the tree. We chose to represent the tree T in the form of a table shown in Table 1 for storage and processing by all the robots in the team, and it is pre-shared with the entire team. The table contains four items; (1) the label of a vertex Lab, (2) the predecessor Pred of vertex Lab, (3) the distance Dis, and (4) the bearing Bearing of vertex Lab with respect to its predecessor. All vertices in the table share the same reference direction for the bearing (which as mentioned can be obtained via azimuth coordination). The first vertex has no predecessor which is denoted with − 1. Once a point is added into L l , the function Record() adds the corresponding record into the table (lines 16-18 in Algorithm 1).
Unknown region coverage
Unlike in the previous case, there is no advantage in using a pre-shared virtual recharging tree when deploying robots in an unknown region. That is the case in many real-world applications, and following the previous example of underwater pollution monitoring, we can assume that the region can also be unknown. This assumes no advanced knowledge about the environment and entails creating a virtual recharging tree, while operating a mission. Depending on the task complexity, the size of the robot team can differ, so we can assume scenarios in which one charging station is not sufficient to maintain the energy levels of all robots. For that reason, we explore two main deployment scenarios, one with a single charging station and one with multiple charging stations.
It is worth noting that the actual deployment strategy is independent of the recharging process. While smarter and more complex deployment processes can be used, they are out of the scope of this paper, and so we present a relatively simple deployment procedure for a 2D, obstacle-free region.
The deployment procedure itself is the same, regardless of the number of charging stations. The formation that emerges from deployment needs to be designed in a way that maximally utilizes all the available robots by performing a trade-off between the area coverage and the communication range. To achieve this, we developed an automatic, progressive deployment algorithm that applies a virtual force to robots actuators and generates the formation. We use the Lennard-Jones potential (Lennard-Jones 1931; Spears et al. 2004) , which tends to result in oval formations, an example of which is illustrated in Fig. 3 . As the formation slowly converges into the oval formation, at some point any additional movement results in connectivity loss, and at that point the deployment procedure is halted and considered complete. 
Single charging station
After the formation is complete, by means of situated communication, robots exchange local information with the goal of constructing the entire graph of their relationships. The relationship graph is then used for the topological analysis by which team members can derive the virtual recharging tree and its root, i.e., the position for a charging station. In our previous work (Li et al. 2017) , we have shown that one of the most important considerations for the placement of a charging station is the depth of the generated tree. This directly influences the number of position exchanges (defined in the previous section) necessary for a robot to reach a charging station. To clarify, for example, an undesirable formation is a linear chain, while a more suitable one is a star formation (with a charging station in the center). In the initial formation, each robot needs only one position exchange in order to reach the charging station; i.e., we say that the tree of a such formation is shallow.
Since the communication range is limited and the deployment performed by applying a virtual force, the resulting topology converges into a triangular graph [as one would get with Delaunay triangulation (Lee and Schachter 1980) ]. Figure 3 shows such a topology, which is used in this scenario since it allows for the creation of one and also multiple star formations, with each one having a charging station in its center.
Finding the center, however, is not straightforward since the resulting graph, obtained using only local information, does not contain any physical distances and geometric positions. So, to obtain the best position for the placement of a charging station, we use the closeness centrality measure. Centrality represents the degree to which a selected vertex is near to all other vertices in the graph (with the assumption that the default distance between all vertices is 1). Closeness is calculated as the inverse of the sum of the shortest distance between each node and every other node, i.e., C(v) = N u d (u,v) , where d (u, v) is the distance between vertices u and v and N is the total number of vertices. Placing the charging station at the vertex with highest centrality ensures that the number of swaps required is represented by an even distribution over all robots (Freeman 1978) . Figure 4 illustrates the closeness centrality of individual vertices in two randomly generated graphs with different methods (described in the caption). It can be observed that regardless of the graph topology, higher closeness of a vertex (lighter vertices) tends to be closer to a graph's center. With this in mind, we select the vertex with the highest centrality to be the root of the virtual recharging tree. The procedure of forming the graph and analyzing its topology is the same in the case of a single and multiple charging stations, and the following subsection addresses this procedure in detail.
Tree generation algorithm for multiple charging stations
Adding multiple charging stations into an existing recharging model introduces several challenges. First, it is necessary to generate a forest (i.e., multiple trees), instead of a single tree, so that each charging station can maintain energy levels of its own sub-team. Second, the topology of the tree needs to be such that all the trees within this forest are similar in size (number of vertices) and depth (number of edges of any vertex to the central vertex). The rationale of which is that each charging station should be equally loaded. We refer to this as a balanced forest, and to obtain it, the graph of robots' relationships needs to be partitioned. However, due to the lack of spatial metrics in the graphs that we generate, we are prevented from using traditional graph partitioning methods [e.g. K -means (Hartigan and Wong 1979) , spectral partitioning (McSherry 2001), or ratio cut (Hagen and Kahng 1992)] .
To this end, we formulated a three-step method that generates a balanced forest by exploiting the properties of the triangular graph topology generated by the potential function. The method consists of the following steps: (a) It finds the cycle for vertices placed along the outer edges of the graph (from now on referred as border cycle), (b) using the border cycle and closeness centrality, it creates a set of root candidates, and finally (c) it generates a forest using the former set. According to the classification put forth by Garey and Johnson, the problem of partitioning a graph into a forest is a known NP-complete problem (proven by transformation from the graph 3 colorability problem) 1 (Garey and Johnson 1990; Jungnickel and Jungnickel 2005) .
Forest generation algorithm
Our approach to obtain a balanced forest for a graph G is given by Algorithm 2. Its input is a set of vertices which are potential roots, or root candidates, R C , the maximum allowed depth of the function max_depth (since it is implemented as non-recursive), and finally n f , the maximum number of vertices a single tree can have. Note that |R c | determines the number of trees and the way of their selection is given in the next subsection.
The algorithm starts by creating two lists V G , V T , where the former stores the generated trees (R C ) and the latter marks the vertices of the graph G as they are added to the trees (i.e., taken vertices). The algorithm also creates a list V C D , which is populated with vertices of the current depth level in each iteration. increase_depth and current_depth are local variables used for algorithm termination.
Algorithm 2 Forest generation algorithm
Input: Graph G, root candidates R C , maximum loop depth max_depth, maximum tree size n f Output:
if increase_depth then 7:
end for 11:
increase_depth ← false 13:
if neighbor = ∅ and TreeSize(v) < n f then 21: 
The main loop (line 5) iterates until the target depth is reached (max_depth), and each iteration performs two steps. In the first step, the algorithm determines whether all the vertices of the current depth level are taken and placed in any of the trees (lines 6-13). If not, the list of current vertices V C D is populated with the list V temp . V temp contains all the children of all the vertices of the current depth. Notice that the list V temp is appended with new vertices using the zip-union operator 2 ∪ z (line 9). The zip-union operator assures that during the iteration, none of the children of a certain vertex are ordered in a sequence that would lead to one tree growing faster than the others. With this method, in each iteration of the main loop (line 18), only one child (vertex) is taken from each tree, in round-robin tournaments. This approach increases the chances of each tree having an equal distribution and number of vertices, ultimately leading to a balanced forest (assuming the previously described triangular topology).
In the second step of the main loop, a nested loop (lines 18-31) iterates through the current vertices V C D and selects a free neighbor for each branch of the tree as a potential child. The function GetFreeNeighbor returns a free neighbor of a given vertex, which is not already taken by any other tree, as stored in the list V T . The loop iterates until it exhausts all available neighbors of the vertices in the current depth level or until each tree has fewer vertices than allowed (which is verified with the TreeSize function). If no vertices are added, the depth is increased (lines 26-29). When the final depth is reached, the algorithm returns a list of trees V G .
The algorithm allows setting the limit on the number of vertices each tree can have. Consequently, poorly chosen parameters can result in islands, i.e., vertices in G that do not belong to any of the generated trees. If this occurs, in the final step of the algorithm (lines 33-35), all the remaining free vertices are added to the smallest neighboring tree using the HandleIslands function.
Assuming that the maximal depth is m and that there are n vertices in the given input graph G, the complexity of the Algorithm 2 is O(m · Proof Let graph G have n vertices (v 1 , . . . , v n ), and let R C contain m root candidate vertices (r 1 , . . . r m ). In the trivial case where n = m, the resulting set of trees V G will contain all vertices in G as tree roots without any successors. Since there are no edges between roots, there are no cycles and the algorithm results with n trees, i.e., a forest. In a non trivial case where m < n, in the first step vertices from R C are added to V G 1 as roots, therefore becoming a set V G 1 = {r 0 , r 1 , . . . , r |R C | }, while the set of free vertices is V T 1 = G\V G 1 . In the following step ∀v ∈ V G 1 , only one adjacent vertex c from V T 2 is selected (if such exists) and added as a child to its respective root in V G 1 , resulting in V G 2 = {r 0 = {c 1 }, r 1 = {c 1 }, . . . , r n = {∅}} (assuming that r n has no adjacent vertices). This only produces edges between a root and a child node, and not between different roots and children; hence, elements of V G 2 are trees, and V G 2 is a forest. The algorithm continues until it exhausts all vertices in V T n at which point V G n = {r 0 = {c 1 = {{c 21 }, . . . , ∅}, c 2 = {{c 21 }, . . . , ∅}}}, r 2 = {c 1 , ∅}, . . . , r n = {∅}}, and hence V G n still contains a set of trees since no edges are created between trees. Alternatively, if the maximum allowed depth m of each tree is reached, the remaining points are added to the set V G (n+1) in the same way (HandleIslands function). 
Root selection
To generate a balanced forest using Algorithm 2, we have to carefully select of root candidates. In a trivial case with only one charging station, the root of the tree is clearly the most central vertex according to closeness centrality (vertex 1 in Fig. 5 ). By applying Algorithm 2, the tree grows in all directions until all vertices are taken. However, with two or more charging stations, root selection becomes more complex. Figure 5 shows an example of tree growth; the roots with highest closeness centrality are chosen. Vertex 1 is the most central vertex, and vertex 2 is the second most central. Following Algorithm 2, both roots are placed in V G and V C D . Then, for each vertex in V C D (in this case 1 and 2), it sequentially adds only one neighboring vertex as its child. This is continued until max_depth is reached (in this case 3). Figure 5 shows the second-level depth, where the tree with the root vertex 1 has five children, while the tree with the root vertex 2 has only three children. In the next and final step, the tree with the root vertex 1 can potentially add at least seven vertices, while the tree with the root vertex 2 can potentially add at most two vertices.
To deal with this issue, selecting the root vertices closest to the frontier and most distant from each other would provide a better result. Once again, consider Algorithm 2 generating a forest, however, with selection of the most distant vertices along the border as shown in Fig. 6 .
The selected root candidates are the least central vertices in the graph, namely vertices 1 and 2. We also consider the degree of vertices 3 since vertices closer to the frontier will tend to have lower degree. In the first step of the algorithm, vertices 1 and 2 are added as roots of the trees to the set V C D . In the second step, i.e., depth level 2, both trees grow as captured in Fig. 6 , while in the following (third) step, each leaf vertex adds its immediate neighbor in a previously described round-robin tournament. It is worth noting that after depth level 2, each tree can grow by adding five additional leaves. Since this is an uneven number, one of the two trees will have gained one extra vertex. For the purpose of discussion, let that be the tree with root vertex 1. In the final step of the algorithm, both trees will add only one more vertex (the middle vertex at the top and bottom of a given graph). Although the generated trees are not exactly equal in size, Algorithm 2 balances the size and depth of the generated forest as much as possible.
Having demonstrated the significance of root selection, we can infer three conditions for good root candidates from this brief example. Root candidates (a) need to have a low closeness centrality and degree; (b) need to be closest to the frontier (border of the graph) and as distant as possible from each other; and (c) must not be neighbors to allow the trees space to grow. We present an algorithm to select appropriate root candidates satisfying these conditions in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 starts by initializing an empty set of vertices S which stores the final root candidates, along with the set of root candidates R C sorted in ascending order by their degree. We exclude from R C the vertices with degree 1 to guarantee the generation of a linear chain for the border cycle (the cycle containing vertices closest to the frontier). The most desirable root candidates are in fact in the border cycle, marked with black edges in Fig. 3 . The algorithm obtains a border cycle using the GetBorderCycle function and places the result in the set R C . This set now contains vertices which satisfy conditions (a) and (b), but not condition (c). We extract a subset of R c that satisfies (c) in the following step. Before continuing, assume as an example that R C contains 12 vertices, and we need to select seven roots. To satisfy the requirement (c) (stating that candidates should not be neighbors), we can select from R C at most every second vertex, leading to six roots and leaving one missing. Furthermore, we have empirically discovered that selecting every third vertex works best for our use cases, and therefore we can only obtain four vertices from 12 candidates. Therefore, we use two methods depending on the number of desired trees ( p n ): one where the number of required vertices is larger, and one in which it is smaller than the number of available root candidates in the border cycle (assuming that every third vertex can be used, as given by line 4).
If the number of root candidates R C is insufficient, the algorithm first selects every third vertex in R C (lines 5-8), while the remaining vertices are selected from a set of non-adjacent vertex candidates N C . We obtain N C by sorting the set of all vertices in G by ascending closeness centrality and select only the non-adjacent ones. We then sort N C 's vertices by degree, and the following loop (lines 11-19) selects the remainder of root candidates which are not already in R C . Upon exiting the loop (line 18), the algorithm terminates. For the creation of the forest, we are only interested in root candidates and do not need edges. Therefore, the algorithm terminates with the linear chain, instead of the linear ring, as it does not connect the first and the last vertex (see Fig. 3, step 17) . If the number of vertices in the border cycle R C is sufficient to provide the number of required roots, the loop (lines 21-26) selects every n-th vertex from R C as the final root in the list S. The main loop (lines 11-19) of Algorithm 2 has the complexity of O(m · n) where m is the number of trees and n is the number of vertices in graph G. The remaining two loops (lines 6-8, and 21-26) have the complexity of O(n/3) and O(n/m), respectively.
Theorem 5 If the number of non-adjacent vertices in G is k and k < p n , Algorithm 3 returns a (non-empty) set of size p n .
Proof Assuming that G consists of n vertices, R C contains vertices in G aligned along the graph's border, N C contains all non-adjacent vertices in G sorted by degree, and let S = ∅.
. . , v m , hence a non-empty set. After any new vertex is added to S m , S (m+1) is

Algorithm 3 Obtaining root candidates
Input: Graph G, number of partitions p n Output: Sub-trees list S with added roots 1: S ← ∅ 2: R C ← G.SortByDeg(ascending, exclude ones) 3: R C ← GetBorderCycle(G, R C ) 4: if len(R C )/3 < p n then 5: step ← 3 6:
end for 9:
N C ← G.GetNonAdj(by centrality, ascending ) 10:
while len(S) < p n do 12: 
if len(R C ) ≥ p n then 25: break 26: end if 27: end for 28: end if still a non-empty set. Finally, the algorithm terminates at m + 1 > |S (m+1) |, i.e., as a set of size p n . 4
Obtaining the largest border cycle
The function GetBorderCycle returns a border cycle containing vertices closest to the frontier, as presented in Algorithm 4. GetBorderCycle starts with the creation of two local variables missed and complete, the list of vertices in the largest border cycle C, and a reference to the most recently added vertex last. C and last are populated with the first root candidate in R C , which is the least central node with degree higher than 1. The main loop (lines 4-26) proceeds to build the largest border cycle until complete is true and the number of attempts to add a new vertex in C (missed counter) is lower than the number of all root candidates. complete is satisfied if the size of the border cycle is more than two and if the first vertex and the last vertex in C are adjacent. After verifying the termination condition, the nested loop (lines 5-22) iterates all the root candidates R C and selects a vertex which enters the largest cycle set C based on three conditions (lines 6-20): (a) A candidate vertex should not be in C and should be adjacent to the last member of C, (b) if C has fewer than two elements, the candidate vertex to be added in C needs to be the one with lowest degree (lines 16-19), else the candidate vertex needs to have more than two neighbors with degree of at least two, and (c) we add a candidate vertex to C if not adjacent to the second to last element in C.
Algorithm 4 Border cycle construction (linear chain)
Input: Graph G, root candidates R C Output: Largest border cycle C 1: missed ← 0 2: complete ← false 3: C, last ← R C [0] 4: while ¬complete and missed < len(R C ) do 5:
if len(C) ≥ 2 and 8: To clarify conditions (a)-(c), consider Fig. 3 which illustrates all the special connectivity conditions that Algorithm 4 needs to handle. The application of the potential function makes it unlikely that all those should appear on a single graph; however, it is possible with noisy sensors. The input of Algorithm 4 is vertices sorted by degree and closeness centrality. For the graph shown in Fig. 3 , the algorithms start from vertex 1. This vertex is added to the set of border cycle vertices C and in the next iteration the candidates for C are vertices 16 and 17. Both of theses have the same degree and closeness centrality, so the algorithm can choose either one. Let us assume that 17 is chosen: 17 satisfies condition (a) and fails on the first part of condition (b): (C ≥ 2), so we add it to C (lines 16-19). In the next step (step 2, marked by the dashed arrow), the candidate vertices are 16, 25, 26 and 2. Vertices 25 and 26 are dismissed due to their degree, leaving 2 and 16 as candidates. Both vertices satisfy conditions (a) and (b); however, vertex 16 does not satisfy condition (c) as it is adjacent to vertex 1. This system prevents our algorithm from taking the wrong direction, and thus vertex 2 is added to C. The algorithm continues by adding vertices to C, and in the following, we will address only special conditions and boundary cases.
We find a special condition at step 8, when the last vertex added to C is 8, and the candidate vertex is 21. Vertex 21 satisfies condition (a) and the first part of condition (b), but not its second part. In practice, 21 has fewer than two adjacent vertices with degree higher than 2. This is a special condition which occurs in graph spikes, such as for vertices 7-8-21, 22-10-11 and 14-15-16. Without the second part of condition (b), (c) would either allow the cycle to continue in the wrong direction or completely halt. Therefore, 21 is added to C. At step 10, the candidates are 20, 29 and 22. Vertex 29 and vertex 20 are dismissed due to their higher centrality and condition (c), respectively, so vertex 22 is added to the set C. At step 11, the candidates are 29, 23, 11, and 10. 9 is not considered since its degree is 1, so 10 is added. Finally, at step 17, vertex 16 is added to C which happens to be adjacent to the first element of the chain in C, and thus, the algorithm terminates. In other special cases that might occur with the given input graph G, some conditions prevent Algorithm 4 to proceed inwards (instead of along the border cycle) by terminating it. The main loop condition (line 4) verifies the number of failed attempts to expand the set C. If it is higher than the number of candidates in the set R C , it stops. However, in such case, the input graph G needs to be revised, along with the potential function (as it most probably is not triangular, as discussed in Sect. 5.1).
Theorem 6
If G = {V , E} where |V | ≥ 3 and |E| ≥ 3, the result of Algorithm 4 is a linear chain. 5
Proof Assume that the first vertex v 1 ∈ R C is added to C and that along the graph's G border (as defined previously), there are n vertices. After adding one additional vertex v 2 , adjacent to v 1 , C becomes C = {{v 1 , v 2 }, {e 1 }}. Since vertices v 1 and v 2 are adjacent through only e 1 , C is a linear chain. By continually adding a vertex adjacent to the last one in C, after k steps C k = {{v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v k }, {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e k−1 }}, thus still a linear chain. After n steps, if the current vertex v c is adjacent to v 1 , C n is extended with the v c without the corresponding edge. Thus, C n is still a linear chain. Our algorithm does not allow adding any new vertices due to the condition that v n+1 must not be adjacent to v 1 , therefore terminating with a linear chain.
The complexity of Algorithm 4 is O(n 2 ) in the worst case; however, since the input set R C is sorted, 6 on average it is slightly improved as O(n · n−1 2 ).
Collective behavioral model
Having defined the control model of individual robots and described the deployment procedure in a known and an unknown environment, in this section we bring those together to form a collective behavioral model. This model defines the interaction between team members to deploy, charge, and perform a given task. We provide this model in the form of the finite state machine (FSM) shown in Fig. 7 .
A charged robot is always in one of the 12 following states: (1) Free, (2) Asking, (3) Joining, (4) Joined, (5) Upasking, (6) Goup , (7) Godown, (8) Expand, (9) Upload, (10) Generate, (11) Movebase, and finally (12) Compose. The transition conditions are given in Table 2 .
The FSM states presented in Fig. 7 are composed of three basic paths which define the behavior of the collective, with respect to: (a) the deployment within a known region, (b) Reached the barrier indicating the tree/forest has been generated (7) A successor is swapping places with its predecessor (15) The charging station has arrived at the center of the tree (8) Robot has less energy than its predecessor or a lower threshold (16) The relative position information is added into the table recording the tree deployment within an unknown region, and (c) recharging requirements (which attract robots with lower energy toward the charging station while pushing robots with higher energy levels toward the leaves of recharging tree). To achieve consensus on individual actions and the behavior paths, the robots exchange information by direct messaging, virtual stigmergy (Pinciroli et al. 2015) , and barrier mechanisms. Using the same principle as with natural stigmergy, 7 individual robots exchange information in a global, distributed hash table, which is not instantly available to all members, but rather it slowly propagates to all members. We use a barrier mechanism to verify when robots are ready for the entire collective to transition to a different state. A "stigmergy" table can be considered as a global variable, visible to all the robots, however with some delay, as it takes multiple steps for the data to reach each individual robot. A first table contains the desired formation tree, while a second table is used for robots to apply for the positions in the tree: If a robot takes a position, its identifier is propagated to the members of the swarm. When the number of records in the second table equals the number of swarm members (which is also known through the virtual stigmergy), all the robots are aware that the tree is populated and that it is time to switch to another state. In practice, each team member verifies whether the number of unique identifiers in the second table is equal to or greater than a given threshold (e.g., the multi-robot team size) before transitioning to another state (St-Onge et al. 2018 ).
Deployment path within a known region
Continuing on the example of deployment of a multi-robot team to monitor underwater pollution, for a known region all robots share the virtual recharging tree and follow the deployment path of the FSM, given by states: Free, Asking, Joining, Joined. With the exception of the charging stations, all robots within the team execute the same FSM. The charging station is always Joined, assigned to the root vertex, while all the remaining robots are initially Free. This means that they need to apply for a label within the tree T (as previously discussed in Sect. 3). All vertices of T are labeled with a number, and they are distributed between robots in a decentralized way.
Free: A robot in this state does not have a label, meaning it is still not part of the pattern. A Free robot broadcasts its state and moves around robots which are already within the pattern, i.e., those in the state Joining or Joined. For such behavior, there are two forces applied on Free robots: one that keeps the robot at a certain distance away from the formed pattern and a second (orthogonal to the previous one) that keeps the robot circulating around the formed pattern. To translate these forces into a navigation rule, consider a Free robot i and a set J of k robots which are in the state Joining or Joined. In the frame of reference of the robot i, the position of a robot j ∈ J is (α i j , d i j ). We can derive a navigation law as:
where d o and d m are the strength of the force field. The function f (·) maps the resulting force to the appropriate control input of the robot. If a robot in state Free finds a label which is not taken by another robot and it is within the communication range of its Joined predecessor, it transitions to Asking. Asking: A robot in this state does not have a label; however, it broadcasts a message to apply for one (similar to making a bid). When the broadcast message is confirmed, the robot transitions to Joining. If the robot is rejected, it transitions back to Free. This can happen if multiple robots apply for the same label or when a potential predecessor is no longer Joined (e.g., it is engaged in a position exchange). The navigation rule for an Asking robot is the same as for a Free robot.
Joining: This state indicates that the robot is assigned to a label and therefore its target position w.r.t. its predecessor is known. A robot in this state uses the navigation rule as the one described in Sect. 3. To reach the target position, its predecessor repeatedly broadcasts guidance messages to each of its successors in the state Joining. A guidance message contains (1) the label of the Joining successor, (2) the relative position of the Joining successor, and (3) the error between the global reference direction and the local position of the predecessor, α e pg . Using this information, a Joining robot calculates its control input u. A robot in this state also broadcasts its state and label so that its neighbors are aware of its presence. If the communication with the predecessor is lost (timeout), the robot transitions back to Asking.
Joined: A Joining robot transitions to this state once it reaches its target position. A robot within the pattern will hold its position and perform any processing or sensing which might be necessary (depending on the task and the goal of the team). A Joined robot keeps receiving messages from its neighbors, and when it receives a request from an Asking robot, it either accepts or rejects it, selecting its successor in a first-come-first-served fashion. When a successor is selected, the robot starts sending the guidance messages.
Deployment path within an unknown region
Considering a large team of robots that needs to be deployed in an unknown underwater environment, human operators would most likely navigate to a region and progressively place robots in the water. Initially, there is no center or graph, so the deployment can start promptly. As additional robots are placed in the water, using a potential function, the team keeps expanding until the region is covered to the maximum extent. Subsequently, the graph is generated and charging stations move to their positions. This behavior is given by the right side of Fig. 7 , and it involves the following states: Expand, Upload, Generate, Movebase Compose, Joined. All robots within the team execute the same FSM, and initially all are in the Expand state. Since the region is unknown, the task is to cover the largest possible region.
Expand: In this state, robots are repelled from each other to cover a region, however only within their communication range. For this, we use the Lennard-Jones potential. Let us assume that the robot i has k neighbors, and for its j-th neighbor, let P i j = (d i j , α i j ) be the position of robot j w.r.t. the local coordinate of robot i (this is available to robot i via range and bearing). The virtual force acting on the robot i is:
where d i j indicates the current distance between robot i and robot j and d i j is the expected distance between robot i and j. It is worth noting that d i j should be on the edge but not beyond the communication range. Finally, the Lennard-Jones potential function f L J is defined as:
where the k para is an adjustable parameter related to the strength of the virtual force, while d tar = d i j . The multi-robot team keeps expanding until the virtual force F i is larger than a given threshold, which can be empirically or analytically determined. Using a barrier mechanism, the team waits until a global consensus is reached that all members have indeed passed the threshold, after which all robots transition to the Upload state. Charging stations have a different behavior: Instead of expanding, they remain stationary and move only to avoid collisions. Given a charging station c, let P c i = (d c i , α c i ) be the position of robot i w.r.t. the local reference frame of the charging station c. If d c i is less than a given threshold, a virtual force will act on c with the vector:
where d max is a large random value.
Upload: Robots in this state store neighbor information in a virtual stigmergy table with: (a) the identifier of a neighbor, (b) the relative position of the neighbor, and (c) the robot's own identifier. In addition, another virtual stigmergy table is used to calculate the number of robots that are in the Upload state, and when this number reaches the total number of robots, the team transitions to the Generate state.
Generate: If the multi-robot team has n charging stations, one randomly chosen charging station will generate a forest of n trees, or in a trivial case where n = 1, only one tree. Upon generating a forest as described in Sect. 5, the same charging station propagates the forest once again using a virtual stigmergy table. When a robot receives the forest, it will transition to the Movebase state.
Movebase: In this state, charging stations move to the center of each tree. To assign charging stations to trees, both the charging stations and the trees are sorted according to their unique identifiers and assigned as tree roots accordingly. For example, the charging station with ID 2 becomes the root of the tree with the ID 2. As all information is stored in a virtual stigmergy table, each charging station will become aware of the assignment, without the need for a centralized controller. Each charging station calculates the shortest path on the connectivity graph to its tree root and starts navigating toward it using current neighbors to navigate. In this state, all charging stations move and are continuously checking their neighbors, and navigate directly to the next robot using range and bearing within the shortest path. If the connectivity with the next robot in the path is lost, the shortest path is calculated again based on the visible neighbors and the process continues. If the current target is the desired location, the charging station will approach and dock with the robot.
When a charging station reaches its root location, it waits until all the charging stations are in place (using a barrier) to transition to the Compose state.
Compose: In this state, robots update tree information to include relationships between successors and predecessors and replace the robot in the root of each tree with a charging station. Furthermore, each robot records its relative distance to its predecessor, along with the relative bearing. For each tree in the forest, the global reference direction is the heading of its charging station.
Charging path
The charging path is implemented through position exchanges between pairs of robots until the robot with the least amount of energy reaches the charging station. As shown in the middle of Fig. 7 , the recharge path consists of the following states: Joined, UpAsking, GoUp, GoDown. Initially, the robots are in the Joined state in which they perform their sensing, processing, or another task while exchanging telemetry data with their neighbors. If the energy level of a robot is higher than that of its successor, it transitions to the GoDown state, and its successor transitions to UpAsking.
To exchange positions with its predecessor, a successor will transition through the states: UpAsking, GoUp, and Joined.
UpAsking: An UpAsking robot sends messages to its predecessor to trigger the exchange process. If it receives a reply from the predecessor confirming the exchange process, the robot transitions to GoUp. However, if refused, the robot transitions back to Joined. This can happen when a predecessor is guiding a Joining or GoUp robot toward its target position. Furthermore, if an UpAsking robot does not receive a response, it also transitions to Joined. This happens when multiple successors try to trigger the exchange process and the predecessor accepts the application from another successor.
GoUp: When a robot transitions to this state from UpAsking, it changes its label to the label of its predecessor. Then, the predecessor (the predecessor of its original predecessor, i.e., its "grandfather") guides the GoUp robot to its target position using guidance messages. The navigation rule depends on the message from a current predecessor: If the robot is in range of its current predecessor, the navigation rule is the same as for Joining; if not, a robot is guided by the original predecessor, which moves away so that the GoUp robot will be able to take its place.
Joined: When a robot in the GoUp state arrives at its target position, it transitions to Joined. If the target position is the charging station, the robot recharges (or exchanges its battery).
To exchange position with its successor, a predecessor will transition through the states: Joined, GoDown, Joining, and Joined.
Joined: When a robot in the Joined state receives a message from a successor in the UpAsking state, it needs to either accept or reject the position exchange. If a Joined robot has a at least one Joining, GoUp, or GoDown successor, it rejects the request. Otherwise, it accepts the position exchange request and transitions to the GoDown state. A charging robot rejects all requests until its energy levels are above a given threshold.
GoDown: A robot in the GoDown state sends messages to apply for the label of its successor. When this happens, one of its successors is in the GoUp state and will eventually become Joined, taking the ID of the GoDown robot as well as its place. The successor that takes the place of the GoDown robot is in charge of accepting the application. When it is accepted, the robot transitions to Joining. The navigation rule of a GoDown robot is such that it moves to make space for its successor in the GoUp state. After its successor takes its position, it transitions to Joining and moves toward the former position of its former successor.
Joining: When the application of a GoDown robot is confirmed, it is guided to the target position in the same manner as in the Joining state. Once it arrives at its destination, it transitions to Joined.
The exchange process repeats, pushing the robots with the lowest energy to the charging station and newly charged robots toward the leaves of the tree T .
Simulation
To validate the presented algorithms and evaluate the persistence of the formation pattern, we performed multiple simulations. The simulation results are organized into two groups: (a) coverage of a known region and (b) scaling up the coverage of an unknown region for a large multi-robot team. Before continuing, we briefly describe the simulation process and parameters.
Simulation setup
We use ARGoS (Pinciroli et al. 2012 ), a multi-physics robot simulator along with Buzz, which is a domain-specific language designed for programming multi-robot teams and swarm behaviors (Pinciroli and Beltrame 2016) . The robot used in the simulations is a customized version of the foot-bot mobile robot (Dorigo et al. 2013 ) with a battery model which allows us to simulate how robots charge and discharge (Coleman et al. 2007 ).
The formation is considered to be stable if none of the robots fully discharges. However, the system has a physical constraint related to its energy input. Looking at it as a black box, for a team to be stable, its energy input must be greater than or equal to its energy consumption. This means that given the charging time t c using the charging current I c and the discharging time t d using the discharging current I d , the condition I d · t d < I c · t c must be satisfied. This implies that the charging time should always be shorter than discharging time, and the degree of freedom which can control this is the charging current; i.e., with its increase, the total charging time can be reduced. Consequently, introducing n robots into a team, the charging time needs to decrease n times; i.e., the charging current must be greater than or equal to n · I d +c, where c assures the reserve power (necessary to form the pattern). This constraint is in direct relation to the properties of the battery, its capacity, and charging C rating (Coleman et al. 2007) . For this reason, we assume that either fast recharging is available or the battery is physically replaced as in Derenick et al. (2011) .
Known region coverage
The simulation starts with all robots in Free state, after which the pattern formation algorithm starts the deployment. Depending on the robots' current state, their battery is discharged with three different currents shown in Table 3 . Note that the currents are additive: If a robot is moving toward its target position, its battery is discharged with 1 A, since when it is moving, it consumes 0.8 A, and when it is idle (onboard computers and sensors), it consumes 0.2 A. In the Joined state, the discharge current is such that it simulates heavy processing by onboard computers. We model a single-cell 4.2 V battery with a capacity of 200 mAh to keep the duration of simulations reasonable. We have made the empirical observation that 8000 simulation steps are sufficient to demonstrate the stability of the system, so that each robot gets at least one recharging cycle. With simulation steps set to 0.1 s, the run time of each simulation translates to roughly 13 minutes of a wall clock. We simulated four different pattern formations shown in Fig. 8 which were selected to assess: (a) the depth of the tree (which translates into the number of position exchanges for a robot to reach the charging station and to the maximum number of possible position exchanges at any given moment) and (b) the position and number of direct successors from the charging station (which translates into the number of robots competing to recharge). For the sake of brevity, we only present pattern c, while the remainder, along with all collected data, are available in Appendix A. Figure 9 shows the state of charge (SoC) for each robot while simulating pattern c. All robots start fully charged and gradually discharge. Each time a robot has a higher SoC than its successor, they exchange positions. When reaching a charging station, the robot's SoC increases until the next robot (its first successor) takes its place according to Algorithm 1. Figure 9 shows that the system is stable with (at most) nine robots, while the SoC never drops under 50%, meaning that there is some energy reserve which allows for a decrease of charging current.
Simulations show that with the introduction of new robots, the pattern formation and the simulated network coverage stability do not increase. This is due to the fact that the proposed algorithm requires a continuous and immediate exchange of positions between a predecessor and a successor in the presence of a SoC difference. As Fig. 10 shows, this does not completely impair the formation. In fact, 60-80% of robots are at their intended positions at any given time, while the rest are engaged in position exchanges. In absolute terms, this means that two to three robots are exchanging positions at any given time. As for the stability of the simulated network coverage, Fig. 11 shows that on average 80% of the robots are keeping the established network alive, meaning that on average only one or two are not in the pattern or at a nearby position. This does not mean that the coverage is completely unavailable since a predecessor only moves slightly from its position in order to make space for its successor. During this time, the robot can still perform its sensing or processing function. Figure 12 is a screen capture from ARGoS which shows the robots forming pattern c. At the particular moment of the screen capture, robots R6 and R3 are exchanging positions. R3 is on its way to the position of R6, while R6 is performing its task.
Since the charging station is positioned in the middle, the depth of pattern c is 4, meaning that robots in leaf positions need to make four position exchanges to reach the charging station. As the charging station has two immediate branches, two robots are competing to get charged at the same time. Given its depth and number of direct branches from the root, pattern c has a good representation of the properties of all other patterns, and this is why we chose it to be presented in this paper.
Performing simulations with the remaining patterns has shown that pattern a is the hardest to keep stable, since it has the highest depth. A robot requires nine position exchanges to reach the charging station, and given the parameters in Fig. 3 , it was stable with only six robots. Pattern b was stable with seven robots, and interestingly, it had the highest percentage of robots in the formation at any given moment. This is because the exchange process between the charging station and its successor momentarily blocks all other exchanges. Finally, pattern d with depth 2 and its topology allowed for at most four position exchanges while being stable with nine robots.
As a concluding remark, note that providing network coverage and keeping the pattern formation stable are conflicting requirements. On the one hand, the full network coverage is not available when robots are exchanging positions, and on the other hand, robots need to exchange positions in order to recharge. In addition, from a physical standpoint, the general condition for system stability is I d · t d < I c · t c , while the pattern stability also depends on the robot team topology.
Unknown region coverage with a large multi-robot team
Here, we show how previous observations can be used to scale up to build a large multi-robot team capable of long-term autonomy. Using the previously described approach, we are able to successfully deploy a team with 120 robots, including 20 charging stations.
The simulation setup is the same as in the previous section; however, since it takes a longer time for a team to be deployed and for each robot to go through a recharging cycle, the only parameters which we change are: (a) we increased the battery capacity to 300 mAh and (b) we increased the simulation time to 12000 steps, which translates into 20 minutes of a wall clock. As stated before, we use the potential function for the deployment of robots in order to cover as much surface as possible of an unknown region. Figure 13 illustrates a simulated region of 10 m × 10 m in which we deploy 100 robots with a coverage circle of 1 m radius.
The target area to cover is a circular area (darker in the figure) with a radius of 8 m. Smaller circles represent robots with individual cover radii. Figure 13 illustrates the state in which the formation is complete and none of the robots are recharging. It can be noticed that even in such case small gaps exist and that the coverage never reaches 100%, as shown in Fig. 14. This figure shows the coverage percentage of the target area at any given moment of the simulation with a sampling rate of 0.1 Hz. Around step 100, the deployment is complete, and then some of the robots proceed to recharge. The highest coverage is 98.05%, the lowest 86.87%, and on average it is 91.35%. Figure 15 shows the stability of the pattern, i.e., percentage of robots which are fully deployed and maintain a position within the generated forest. On average, 79.05% of robots are in position within the graph at any given moment (excluding the deployment phase), while the remainder are traveling toward the charging station or exchanging positions. The smallest percentage of robots present in the formation was 76.0%, while the highest was 83.0% (after the beginning of the recharging process).
Given the parameters of the simulation, Fig. 16 illustrates the battery levels of each robot within the team. While there is not an easy way to illustrate battery levels of 100 robots, it is important to notice that the battery level of any of the robots never drops below 50%. For most trees within the forest, most of the robots keep their battery level above 60%. We can conclude that the recharging system is stable.
Finally, considering the ARGoS simulation itself, we performed 12000 simulation steps with a 0.1 s simulation tick which is enough to show at least one recharging cycle for each 
Experiments
We performed three sets of experiments with real robots in a laboratory environment: (a) deployment within a known region, (b) deployment within an unknown region with a single charging station, and finally (c) an extension of the previous experiment with two charging stations. For the sake of brevity, we present only the results for (c). The remainder of the experimental results along with full videos of the presented experiments are available as supplementary online materials given in Appendix A.
Experimental platform
We used a set of Khepera IV robots, 8 shown in Fig. 18 , with some modifications to simulate the charging and discharging process. Figure 18a pictures an ordinary Khepera robot, while Fig. 18b shows the same robot equipped with a recharging ring. This is a cylinder which has two copper sheets taped to it with foam tape. A similar cylinder is mounted on a charging station (Fig. 18c) , and when a robot touches (i.e., docks) the charging station, it closes a circuit and an LED mounted on the robot lights up, as shown in Fig. 18d .
The robots are also equipped with IR markers used by our motion capture system. It is important to note that the motion capture system was not used for global positioning, but rather to simulate a range and bearing sensor, by distributing only the robots' relative positions, and also for capturing the ground truth for post-experimental analysis. The overall experimental platform is shown in Fig. 19 .
To exchange relative position information, we use Blabbermouth, 9 a software communication hub to which all robots are connected via Wi-Fi. Blabbermouth allows us to emulate communication range, communication noise, and also to attach relative range and bearing (RAB) data to packets exchanged by the robots, thus emulating RAB sensors. The RAB information is used by the Kheperas to calculate their local position as shown in Sect. 3. We developed the control software within the Kheperas using the Buzz programming language, running the same scripts as in simulation, with minor changes to the collision avoidance parameters. Buzz allows easy portability of the control code within homogeneous or heterogeneous multi-robot teams, and it is available for desktop, embedded and microcon- Pinciroli and Beltrame (2016) . The control software consists of three layers: (a) the control layer, (b) the BuzzKH4 layer, and (c) the Khepera API layer. The control layer consists of Buzz scripts which implement the robots' finite state machine previously defined in Sect. 6. The BuzzKH4 layer is the Kheperaspecific implementation of the Buzz Virtual Machine (BVM) execution environment which uses the Khepera APIs to access sensors and actuators. Figure 20 shows two sets of Khepera robots, one representing working units, while the others are charging stations. Following our controller, the robots are deployed, generate the tree or a forest, and finally start the recharging process. Figure 20 shows the experiment in which we use a forest of two trees, i.e., two charging stations, each supporting three robots making a team of eight robots. Robots explore the unknown region and expand using the previously described method.
Unknown region coverage (two charging stations)
The current design of the Khepera IV uses a LiPo battery giving five hours of autonomy and requiring about the same time to fully recharge. To make our experiments more time-effective, we simulate a battery discharge of 6% per minute by software, leading to an autonomy of 1000 s (16.6 min), 18 times faster than reality. When a robot docks to the charging station and we have a solid contact, we simulate a fast battery replacement taking 1.5 s, which translates into roughly half a minute in real time. Although these can be considered optimistic, Fig. 21 shows that the battery levels are always above 80% of charge, leaving plenty of room for more conservative charging and discharging assumptions. The fully expanded state shown in Fig. 20 , as recorded by the motion capture system, is graphically illustrated in Fig. 22 . We assume that each robot can cover a circular region of 1 m, with the goal to cover a circular surface with radius of 2 m. It is worth noting that the robots expand relatively well along the unknown region; however, there is an area in the third quadrant which is not fully covered. The coverage of the region is illustrated in Fig. 23 , and the maximal coverage when robots are fully deployed is 87.96%. With six robots, we have an average coverage of 74.20% and a minimum of 60.17%. To increase coverage, we would need to introduce additional robots.
Furthermore, Fig. 24 shows the percentage of robots which are fully deployed and maintain a position within the generated forest. On average, 66.38% are at the intended position within the graph, at least 50.0%, and at most 83.3% (after the recharging process starts). 
Conclusions
This paper presents an energy-aware robot deployment and pattern formation algorithm which uses only local positioning in a known or unknown environment. The presented approach allows for progressive and fully autonomous deployment and maintenance of a formation of battery-powered robots.
We propose the use of virtual recharging tree(s) which define parental relationships between team members with respect to the distance from an available charging station. Moreover, we allow for either placing the charging station in a pre-defined position (known region coverage) or determining the best position for charging stations through the topological analysis of a deployed robot network. Once the multi-robot team is deployed, using only local interactions, individual team members use the virtual recharging tree to compare energy levels and swap positions when necessary, thus attracting the least charged robots toward the charging station and pushing the most charged robots toward the leaves. Employing a set of behavior rules in the form of a finite state machine, each robot coordinates its actions to create and maintain a pattern formation.
The approach to deploy and maintain a formation was tested with multiple simulations. We were able to use large multi-robot teams and compared how the algorithms scale for scenarios of 25, 50, and 75 robots. The largest number of robots presented in this paper contained 100 robots and 20 charging stations, which were able to successfully keep the energy levels of the robot team through a balanced forest of virtual recharging trees. Furthermore, we have deployed and tested our algorithms on physical Khepera IV robots. The results show that robots are able to successfully deploy in a known and unknown region in laboratory conditions, without global positioning and using only local interactions. Given the positive results, we are optimistic about this approach and we are currently making the necessary improvements in order to deploy it on a collaborative team of quad-copters.
Nevertheless, several important challenges remain that need to be addressed in future work. The most important ones to point out are the following: (a) bandwidth usage optimization (since the currently used virtual stigmergy requires at least a 10 Mbit Wi-Fi connection), (b) improvement of existing algorithms to allow for true distributed forest generation (although currently any team member can generate the forest, in a truly distributed approach, all team members would generate the forest and use distributed consensus to agree upon which forest to use), (c) creating an analytical model of the current approach for generating the virtual recharging forest to define precisely how various typologies influence the number of robots that each charging station can support, and finally (d) using an automated optimization loop to optimize heterogeneous deployments with respect to battery capacity, recharging time, and discharging time.
